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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we investigate he existence and uniqueness d cardinal interpolants s - 
soci&ted with functions arisin~ from the ~:th order iterated iscrete Laplacla~ V/~ applied to certain 
radial basis functions. In particular, we concentrate on determlnin~; for a given radial function @, 
which functions Vk@ give rise to cardinal interpolation perators which are both bounded and invert- 
ible on t2(Z*). In addition to solving the cardinal interpolation problem (CIP) Msochsted with such 
functions VkO, our approach provides a unified framework and simpler proofs for the CIP associated 
with polyharmonic splines and Hardy muitiquadrics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate the existence and uniqueness ofcardinal interpolants associated with 
functions arising from the ]¢th order iterated Laplacian applied to certain radial basis functions. 
The cardinal interpolation problem (CIP) in its earliest form goes back to Schoenberg [1] and his 
work on univariate cardinal splines. More recent contributions include the CIP for box splines [2], 
polyharmonic splines [3,4] and radial basis functions [5,6]. This problem has recently surfaced 
again in connection with wavelets [7]. 
In the earlier work (such as splines and box splines), the Lanrent operator A associated with 
the CIP is a bounded invertible operator on t2(Z s) in general, and the CIP is then reduced to 
studying the symbol HA associated with A. In the more recent work (such as polyharmonic 
splines and radial basis functions) the operator A is typically unbounded. This generally has 
made existence and uniqueness questions far more subtle to unravel. 
In this paper, we concentrate on determining, for a given radial function H : R' ---* R, which 
order k gives rise to the corresponding function V~H (with V the discrete Laplacian) whose car- 
dined interpolation matrix is a bounded invertible operator on l~(Z'). In addition to immediately 
solving the CIP for the functions VkH, we obtain easier proofs in most cases for the existence 
and a trivial proof for the uniqueness of the CIP associated with H. In particular, we recover the 
existence and uniqueness of the cardinal interpolant for the polyharmonic splines and the Hardy 
multiquadrics in both odd and even dimensions [see Examples 1-4 and the Remark following 
Example 4]. 
Another outcome of this study is that the bounded operator approach gives rise to the cor- 
rect order of polynomial reproduction associated with certain radial basis functions in either 
odd or even dimensions. Jackson has shown that for either ~b(r) = r or ~b(r) -- ~ ,  in 
even-dimensional space polynomials cannot be reproduced by finitely many translates of the cor- 
responding radial function. Our results show that we could get polynomials by weighting the 
translates with an appropriate 12-sequence. 
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Our method of studying Vt4> is to derive properties of V h acting on the Gaumia~ c-r2+, 
t > 0, and then to express Vt4> by means of Laplace transforms. Another advantage of our 
approach is that once we are in the bounded operator setting, we can compute the coefficients of 
the cardinal interpolant by a Neumann series approach as was successfully done in the box spline 
case [8,9]. Finally, in the bounded operator setting, one may slightly perturb the lattice points 
and still solve for the "cardinal" interpolAnt, while in the unbounded operator approach, such a 
perturbation makes the analysis much more difficult. 
In Section 2, we introduce the necessary notations, definitions, and certain preliminary resuits. 
Our main results on multivariate interpolation are then presented in Section 3. In the un/variate 
setting, certain more general results can be obtained. These findings are developed in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout his paper, our objects of study will be continuous radial basis functions 
~b : R+ --+ R, the associated s-variate functions 4> := ~b(I I • II), and certain difference opera- 
tors acting on ¢ or 4>. In the univariate setting, 4> is an even continuous extension of ¢ to R, and 
we will still denote this extension by ~b. 
We assume that ~b is a function of polynomial growth. Since ~b is also assumed to be continuous, 
it follows that ~ is a tempered istribution. In addition, we shall sometimes require that in some 
neighborhood of infinity ~ has the form 
~(z)  = Iz lag(z) 
for some real scalar c~ with g (necessarily even and) analytic at infinity. This means that g(z) = 
~,>0 7n z-n  for Jz I > R > 0 for some scalar R with 7n = 0 for odd n. Important examples of 
thes~ class of functions include 
Hardy's Multiquadrics: 
Ineerse Mtdtiquadrics: 
~/ C2 
~,(z) = ~ = Izl 1 ..I- ~., 
c~)-z/2 
¢,(~) = (c 2 + 12)-~/~ = Izl -~ 1 + ~ , 
c~:O; 
c~O; and 
Odd Degree Splines: 
+(=)  = Ixl a for odd (~ E N; in particular, the linear case a - 1 or the cubic case a = 3. 
These "basis functions" were suggested for scattered ata interpolation [10] as well as for car- 
dinal interpolation [5]. Such functions ~b are generally not integrmble due to their polynomial 
growth at infinity. This causes ome severe problerm when dealing with these functions either 
analytically or numerically. On the other hand, derivatives of ~b may be integrsble. For exam- 
ple, while Hardy's multiquadrics grow linearly at infinity, their second derivatives behave like 
O(Izl-a). Similar decay properties occur if one employs differences of ¢ rather than derivatives. 
To this end, let 
and 
v~( : )  := 62÷(~) = ~( :  + 1) - 2~(z)  + ÷(z - 1) 
for the univariate function ~. For a multivariate radial function @, we employ the usual 
cretisation of the s-variate Laplacian, namely: 
V := ~ Vi 
i----I 
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with Vi@(x) := @(x + el) - 2@(x) "I" @(x - ei), i = I , . . .  ,s, sad e l , . . .  ,c, being the canonical 
unit vectors in R'.  As usual, we also set 
V k : ' -  VV k- l ,  k > 1. 
The following important subclass of continuous radial functions has received a great deal of 
attention recently. We are referring specifically to the class of conditionally negative definite 
radial functions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A radial function @ E C(R') is said to be conditionally negative definite o£ 
order m/1'for every finite set {x i }~ of distinct points in R" and fur every set of complex numbers 
{c~ }~ satisfying 
N 
~ciq(xi) = 0, fo ra l tq~f . _ l ,  
j=l  
it [o//ows that ~'~,k=l 6jck@(xj - xk) <_ O. This class of functions will be denoted by the abbre- 
viation C N D R~. 
According to reference [11], a distinguished subclass of CNDRm is the set of functions 
6 C[0, co)N C°°(0, co) for which the related function 
g :P~ ~ R, g(¢) := ~b(~') (2.1) 
has the property that F : -  (-1)m-lg(m) is completely monotonic on (0,oo), i.e., (-1)~F(J) _> 0 
on (0, oo) for all non-negative integers j. Such functions ~b will henceforth be referred to as 
elements of the space CMm. The properties of the functions in CMm are much easier to check 
than those of the functions in CNDRm. For example, it is straightforward to verify that Hardy's 
multiquadries are in CM1, while the negative of the inverse multiquadrics are in CMo. Also 
the function ( -1)m-l lz la (with ~ odd) is in CMm for m = (a + 1)/2, and (-1)'-llzl°loglz[ 
(with ~ 6 N even) is in CM~ for m = ~/2 + 1. In addition, functions in CM1 also give rise to 
robust scattered ata interpolation matrices [12]. 
From Bernstein's Theorem [13, Theorem 12b], it follows that for ~ E CMm the representation 
~0 °° 
(-1)m-lg(m)(z) -- e -'= did(t), z > O, (2.2) 
holds with a non-negative Borel measure d/J and g(z) := ~b(V~" ). For the above examples, the 
identity in (2.2) reads as follows: 
~O 
oo - C -cat  
(c 2 + z) -112 = c " V -~ ~' 
which applies to both multiquadrics and (in case c = 0) to odd-degree splines, and 
Z -1 -" • - t z  dt  
which applies to ~b(z) = Izl a log Izl, (u ~ ~ eve.). Identity (2.2) can be applied in order to get 
an alternate representation formula for ~b [14]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Given ~ E CMm with associated function g (c£ (2.1)), the following identity holds 
"-~ gr~)(1) fooo{ "-~ (-t)~e-'" ~ 1~ / d~'Ct) ÷(z)=~ /! ( , ' - l y -  e- ' " -~  T.' t" - t -  ' 
j--O j=O 
(2.3) 
where dp is the non-negative Borel measure as in (2.1). 
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For the proof, it is sufficient o assume that z > 0 and m > O. Under this assmnption, we 
expand ~(z) = g(z 2) at z = 1 and to the remainder term f1=( ( z2 -  Y)(m-1)/( m-  1)! )g(m)(y)dy, 
we apply (2.2), Fubini's Theorem, and the formula 
=," (=2_ y)m-1 (_ l )m • -=' '  
e-"dz,= e" - . 
~=0 
| 
We close this section with a representation formula for the differences of ~b which will be useful 
later. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. /_f~ E CMm and k ~ m, then 
/0 v,~j"k--=" = _ v=,e't - ,= ' t  
3. MULTIVARIATE CARDINAL INTERPOLATION WITH TEMPERED 
In this section, we investigate the question: given the dimension s and a radial function @, 
for which integer k does the tempered function Vk@ give rise to a bounded invertible cardinal 
interpolation operator? 
Recall that the notion of cardinal interpolation by lattice translates of a function @ refers to 
the following: for a given data sequence d - (di)l~z,, one wishes to find a sequence c -- (ci)iEz, 
which satisfies the interpolation conditions 
cj@(i- j) = di, i E Z °. (3.1) 
jEZ" 
The cardinal interpolation problem (CIP) has been studied extensively in various papers including 
[2,4,5,15-17]. 
Formally, the left-hand side of (3.1) is the i th component of a discrete convolution ¢* (@[z0) 
which is only defined if the decay properties of c offset the growth of ~. A basic first step in 
attacking the CIP is to solve the interpolation problem 
,Xj@(i - j) = 60,i, i E Z',  (3.2) 
jEZ" 
(with 6 the usual Kronecker symbol) which gives rise to the associated fundamental solution 
L(x) = ~ ~j@(x- j ) .  (3.3) 
jEZ" 
In applications, one hopes to obtain a sequence {~j} that decays rapidly enough so that the 
series (3.3) is pointwise absolutely convergent. 
Fundamental solutions for several radial functions have already been obtained in [5]. The basic 
technique mployed there was to use Fourier transforms of tempered istributions together with 
the Poiason summation formula. Although theoretically elegant, the approach as certain techni- 
cal drawbacks. For example, the notion of =admissible function" in [5] is sometimes complicated 
to verify in concrete xamples. Most importantly, the approach falls if even one lattice point is 
slightly altered. 
Our approach will be to convert he CIP for radial basis functions to a related problem involving 
an t2 Lanrent operator. We then study properties of the symbol to determine solvability of 
the CIP. Thb will allow us later on to compute solutions via a Neummm sedm expansion. 
This approach thus provides a unifyins connection to other CIPs. A further advantage of our 
approach is that we deal mainly with Laplace transforms of radial basis functions which tend to 
be much more tractable than the generalized Fourier transforms used in [5,6]. One can compare, 
for example, the Laplace transform of the Hardy nmltiquadrics against its generalized Fourier 
transform which involves Bern, el functions. Details of the bounded operatar approach now follow. 
Let ÷ e CMm and @ : R' --, R be such that @(x) = ¢(r), where r := [[x[[ is the Euclidean 
length of x = (z l , . . . ,  z,). The symbols g and dp will be associated with ÷ as given in Lemms 2.1. 
In this setting, an application of Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 yields the equations 
and 
" - '  = , ( , )  
(3.4) 
~0 °° 
v ' . (x )  = - v,=e-,=,. ,  dj,(O t > m. (s.,) 
In order to construct invertible cardinal interpolation operators, the following lemma will play 
a crucial role. 
L~.Mt~A 3.1. Let @ : R' --* R he a radiaJ function associated with ¢ E CM, A and let the 
measure dp appearing in (2.1) be of the form 
dp(t) = 7(t)t-/~dt with/~ + m - 1 > O, 
where 0 ~: 7 E C[O, co) is a non-negative and bounded function. Also, let k E N satisfy 
8 
k > m (so that (3.5) is applicable) and k >_ 6 := ~ +/~ + rn -- 1. (3.8) 
Then, ~b : -  - ( -V ) t@ has the following properties: 
(i) ~b E L=(R') n C(R') and ~ E LI(R') n C(R'); 
(ii) ~(y) = O([[y[[ -3') as I[Y[[ "+ co. 
Moreover, 
2(1 - c~)  
~(y) = 4 ~,/2 
IlylP' 
and in case k = 6, 
~o °° ~ t e -sit ",'(lldl ])t-P~-dt _> 0 
[oo e-t i t  
,~(0) = 46,,'/2~,(0) 1o ~-p.~- d=. 
PltooP. For t > O, we have )' 
R' =1 
Hence, for any fixed 0 ~ y K R', as a function of the variable t, 
(~(0z-~-~(-v)be-"'"")^(~) e LI[0, co). 
(3.7) 
We put 
a(~)  : -  (~ , (O , -P - ' ( -v ) 'e - " 'n" )^(y)  
/' 
2(1 - c~ p.~) ,.oo ,, u \ . - z / .  
=" ' " '  Jo ( , ' ) °  Ilpll" "r Ildl ~" -.~.~-d,,, 
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where the ~ut iou  u = 4~/IIMI = ha. b .n  empk~d in ,the ~ i .~za l .  ~ ,  a (~)  > 0, and 
G00) - O(llell- ) as 111o11 ~ eo. By the Domin,~t, od Oouv~seuce Th.orem, a i,, coutimmu, on 
.R'\{0}, and since k >_ 6, has a continuous extension to all of R'. From 26 > s we find that 
G e Lx(R') n C(R'). 
Since also G E L2(R'), the proof will be Bni_Ahed if we can show that the inveme Fourier 
transform of G is -@. But this is easily established using Fubini's Theorem: 
, /  (2~), o(p) e'~" dy 
R" 
(2~) J Jo (~(Or~-"(-V')ke-U'U")^(P) at e'e" dy 
R" 
= (2w)' (7(t)t-#-m(-V#)he-H=ll'¢)^(P) eie'e dp dt 
R' 
/0 = ~(OrP-'(-ve)"e-Uen" ,~ =-e(O, 
R" 
where the interchange of summation and integration is justified by the monotone convergence 
theorem. The decay of the Fourier coefficients (and thus the decay of the sequence (~(J))Jez,) 
depends on the order of dflferentiability of ~ which in turn relies on the function 7. These ideas 
will be explored more fully in the examples given later in this section. 
In order to obtain results for arbitrary dimensions s, we wish to extend Lemma 3.1 by showing 
the k mentioned there to be a half integer. The task reduces to interpreting the symbol ( -V)  x/~ 
which is defined as follows. The difference operator -V ,  i.e., the Laurent convolution operator Tc 
corresponding to the sequence e : -  (ca) with 
{ 2s a=O ca:- -1 [a[-1 
0 otherwise, 
has the symbol 
Hence, T¢ is a positive definite operator on f2(Z') which has a square root related to an 
f2-sequence d. The symbol of this operator is given by 
d(Y) -" ~ dae-'a" = ~ j--~; 2(1-  cesyJ) " aEZ" 
~(y) = ~ cae -'a'' = ~-'~2(1- cosyj) ~ 0. 
aEZ" j= l  
the last equation following from equation (3.5). II 
It is not clear at the moment whether (~(J))Jez, E tl, but we may define the symbol of ~ as 
~(~) := ~ ~(~ % 2,j). (3.8) 
JEZ' 
By Lemma 3.1, it is clear that the series is uniformly convergent on compact sets, and hence 
defines a continuous function which is 2f-periodic with respect to each variahie. The periodicity 
of ~ is implied by the fact that the series (3.8) is absolutely convergent almost everywhere. This 
is true because Lemma 3.1, condition (i), provides the expressions 
[o,2¢]. kez, *ez [o,=¢]. 
= f Ig(OI d~ < 
J 
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Thus, in the definition of $I we use the notation 
(-V)k+ll’F = (-v)‘t2(-v)kF = c da((-v)kF)(. -0). 
U&f’ 
Note that the operator (-V)‘/l is just the norm limit of polynomials in the operator -V. 
Thus, the Fourier transform of ((-V)‘/‘e-llallat) is equal to 
In particular, by Plancherel’s theorem, it follows that (-V)‘jS e+ll’t E &(I?). This fact gives 
rise to the following. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold with the exception that (3.6) is repJaced 
by 
kzm and 6+;26:=;+/3+m-1. 
Then, 4 := -(-V) k+l/zO has the following properties: 
(i) tl, E L&Z’) n C(R) and 6 E LI(R’) n C(P); 
(ii) 3(d = ~(IlW? = Ml + 00. 
lUOTt?OVl?~, 
k+1/2 
and in case k + l/2 = 6, 
G(O) = &r+y(o) 0w $$ dt. J 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is much the same as that of Lemma 3.1. For tied t > 0 we have 
that ( -V)k+l/2c-li41at is in I&R’), and hence in the former proof we may just replace k by 
k + l/2. I 
Let us now formulate our results in terms of the Laurent operator 
T$ : a + $12, * 0, a E tz(z‘). 
~JIEOREM 3.3. _Let the assumptions of either Lemma 3.1 or Lemma &2 be in eJ&ct. Then, 
+(l) := Cjez. +(t + 2Tjl is a continuous non-negative fir&ion, and rl, is strictly positive in 
either of the foJJowing two cases: 
(i) Case k = 6 in Lemma 3.1, with y(0) > 0; 
(ii) Case k + l/2 = b in Lemma 3.2, with y(0) > 0. 
Moreover, q(t) has the Fourier coefficients {$(a)},~z~. Hence, in case this sequence is in L1, it 
foJJows that 4 L the symbol of T+, and in either of the two cases, T+ is a bounded and positive 
definite (hence invertible) operator on &(Z’). 
PROOF. We note again that the series jefining 4 is uniformly convergent on all compact sets. 
Moreover, by our assumption on y(O), 4(g) > 0 except for v E 2rZ’\(O}. Thus, it follow that 
J(g) > 0 for every y and the continuity of 4 guarantees that 3 is bounded below by some positive 
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constant. Thus, the first part of the theorem is just a reststmnmat of p4wts of the two Lemmss. 
We compute the Fourier eoemeients (with Q = [-~r, +lr]') as follows: 
'/ '/ 
Q j (Z .  
= = 
R • 
aE Z'. 
Hence, in either of the two cues, we have 
o < ~m,.l _< T.~ _< ~.~I  
with ~n(VAmM) the minimum (maximum) value of ~(~). II 
I t sM,ax.  In em [iT, ll > I, we may "scale" T~ by a constsat a so that the new oparator T~, is 
invertible sad []T~I[[ ~ 1 (here, ~x := a~b so T~, = aTe). Hereafter, we smume that 0 < T~ < I. 
Thus, we may use stsadard Nenmsan series arguments o solve 
~z=d,  
namely, let M@ = I - T~ where 0 < M~ < I and note that 
z = T ;Xd = ( I  - M~)-Xd 
=(X+M~ +M~ +. . . )d .  
One actually solves for z using the iteration scheme 
~(o) := d 
,~(h+x) = M~,~(t) + d, k __ 0. 
Another iteration scheme which has good convergence properties sad can be employed in this 
situation is the steepest descent method whenever 0 < M~ < I. 
We next wish to relate this theorem to certain results in [6] sad [3] which have recently appeared 
on cardinal interpolation i volving unbounded operators. 
For the purpe~ of illustration, let A be am unbounded operator, C an operator such that CA 
is bounded sad invertible on t2 sad suppose we wish to solve for given b E t2(Z') 
Note that 
Az  -" b. 
CAz  = Cb 
has some solution z0. Then, provided that Azo E t2 and C is one-to-one on t2, it follows that 
Az0 = b. 
To apply these ideas to the current situation, A will represent he cardinal interpolation matrix 
corresponding to some radial b~is function and C will be the ~nt  matrix ~ with 
some V h (or Vt+l/*). Hence, solving the cardinal interpolation problem involving A k equiwdent 
to solving 
CAz  = C6o 
with the proviso that z decays ufficiently fast so that Az E t2(Z'). 
We next apldY this line of n~.dnS to the fol iow~ four ~ wlme we will employ the 
notation in Lemma 3.1. Originally, our arguments in Examples 1-3 were more involved ~ we 
thank M. Buhmsan who pointed us to the fact that we could use Propemtion 3.4 to follow. Later, 
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we found that this Proposition is a special case of l~but's [18] Theorem 1 (by specializing h = 1 
and p(y) = II:dP). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 2k > s, and let h be the invm~e Four/er transform of the integrable 
~unction 
2(1 - cos y j )  
h; (y )  := I lu lP  , u e 
Then,  h(=)  = O(l lxl l  as I1=11 --" co. 
We are now ready to apply our results to some examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let dp(t) - dr. Furthermore,let ~ = 0 and 6 = s/2 + m - 1 so that 7(t) is a 
nonzero constant. The nonconstant part of ~b is given by 
lj=~ 2( 1 - cosYJ)} t 
By Proposition 3.4 we find that (~(J))jez° is in tl, and by the Poisson summation formula the 
symbol of ~ is given by (3.8). Also, the symbol is clearly continuous. Moreover, in case k = 6, the 
symbol is strictly positive by Lemma 3.1. This is precisely the situation for k-harmonic splines 
in even-dimensional space [3] where @(z) = (-1)m-lHzU2k-" log [[z H with 2m = 2k - s + 2. 
Thus, we have established both existence and uniqueness of the cardinal spline interpolant for 
the tempered function Vt~.  
EXAMPLE 2. Here, we let dp(t) = e-¢3t/Vf'~dt. Set/~ = 1/2, 5 = (s + 1)/2 + m - 1 and note 
that ~(y) becomes 
~0 c° e -1# ~(y) = 2'+2ra-lx ('-1)/2 hi(y) e -c~llyu2tl4 t6+1 dr. 
In case c = 0 and s is odd, we have the same situation as in Example 1. In case k = 6, the 
k-harmonic splines are now identified with @(z) = (-1)m[[z[[ ~k-" where 2m - 2k -  s + 3, and as 
above we recover the existence and uniqueness of the cardinal spline interpolant for the tempered 
function Vk@. 
EXAMPLE 3. Here, let c = 1 with dp as in Example 2. The situation applies to the multiquadric 
®(x) = ( I  + 11=ll 2, • e R 2'-1, 
in odd-dimensional space by putting 4(=) :-- XY'@(z). In this case, it is easy to show that 
has the same smoothness properties as hl. Consequently, as in Examples 1 and 2, the sequence 
(~(J))~ez~.-~ decays sufficiently fast in order to have a well-defined symbol through an application 
of the Poisson summation formula. As above, the existence and uniqueness of the cardinal spline 
interpolant for the tempered function ~ is established. A similar analysis can be ma~le in even- 
dimensional space using Lemma 3.2. 
EXAMPLE 4. Our approach gives an immediate proof of uniqueness of cardinal interpolation by 
translates of~ whenever Vk@ gives rise to a bounded invertible operator for some k. In particular, 
if Axl = Ax~ = 50 and CA is an invertible operator then CA(x1 - x2)  = 0 so xl = x2.  
REMARK. The latter argument in particular applies to the cases as discussed in Examples 1-3. 
Here, Buhmann [5] has shown in a general setting that the fundamental interpolants associated 
with @ and ~b are identical. 
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4. FURTI IER REMAg, KS IN THE UNIVARIATE CASE 
In this section, we limit ourselves to the CNDRt functious of a single variable. This comtitutes 
a much larger set than the set CMI since functions ¢ 6 CMx must be in C°°(0, oo) while functions 
in CNDRx need only be in C~(0, oo) as will be apparent later. 
We start this section with ~ useful emms. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ¢(z) = Izlag(z) with 0 ~ a F. R aad emppme g b even and analytic at infinity. 
Then, 
6÷(ffi) = Izl°h(z) 
with h odd, ana/ytic at/nilnity, and h(oo) = 0. Mm'eover, 
v~(z)  = I=la-2k(=) 
with k even and analytic at inBnity, l f  g(oo) ~ O, then k(oo) ~ 0 if and only if c~ 2~ 1. 
PROOF. Note that 
(1  1 * _ 1 ° hoe) 
k 
"- E 6Px-e 
p>o 
where the Taylor coefficients 7,, are defined in Section 2 and where 6 e = 0 for even p emd 
61 = 70(a + 1). From this it follows that V¢(z) = IzJa-~k(z) with 
n>0 m>0 Z>_.o 
= ~ epz -~ 
e>o 
with ~e = 0 for odd p and eo = 6o(a - I) = 7o(a 2 - I). | 
R~.MXe~. For the multiquadric and inverse mnltiqusdric case (where g(oo) = I), we have eo = 0 
and Lemn~ 4.1 yields the nice decay properties V÷(z) = O([zl -s) and O([z[ -s) respectively as 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let ~b(z) = ~o([z D with ~o 6 C~[0,oo),9~ ~t6 LI(R+), 9~ "3 6 LI(R) and q~ be 
diiferentiable at z = 0. Then, 
1// ¢,(~) = ¢,(o) +;  (÷")^(0 t2 dt (4.1) 
and 
1 V~b(z) = - ;  fo°°(¢")^(t) VeTzt  dr, (4.2) 
with 
(,")^ (t) = /'_~ ¢'((.~)e-" d~ = 2 fo°° ~"(0 coast d~ • 
PXOOF. Since ¢ is even we may emmme that z > 0; thus, ¢(=) -- ¢(0) + fo(z-O¢"(O d~. Now, 
~b" is even and continuous, hence 
1 (¢")^(0 ~t  at, ~,"(0 = (¢,")^(t)e'e'dt = 7 
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which follows by the Fourier inversion theorem. It follows that 
with 
f0 = 1 f0 °° (~ - 0~"(0  d~ = ~ (÷")^(0~(z,t) 
f0 =( 1 - cos zt ~(z,~) = z - 0 cos ~t d~ = t2 
and our proof is complete. | 
REMARK 1. 
Formula (4.2) may be interpreted in the following way. The right-hand side may also be written 
as 
1 f.oo (s in t /2~'  
_ (~")^(0 \ ~ )  cos,t dr, 
which is the inverse Fourier transform of the even function 
(sin*/2~ 2 (B~ • ~")^(0 = (v~)^(t) 
(~")^(0 ~, t iT~- /  = 
where B2(t) denotes the linear B-spline 
I I+t, -l<t<O 
B2(/) = 1 -L  0<~<~1 
0, otherwise. 
REMARK 2. 
Proposition 4.2 can be extended to the class of functions ~ E C1[0,co) with ~d ~ absolutely 
continuous but this generality is not needed here. Of more interest is the case where we do not 
require differentiability of ~b at z - 0. In this case, we have 
~(~)=~l~l+~(x) ,  
for some a ~ 0 and ~bl satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 4.2. It can be shown that 
I~1 "- 2/= 1 - ~ost2 I=lt dt 
and hence, 
~(x) = ~(0)  + ~ [(~')^(0 + 20] ! - cos Izlt t~ dt 
"- *(O)-i" 1 fo °° ( ) • --Tr (~b,,)^(t) 1 - cost 2 I~lt dr, 
where ~b"(0) is now interpreted in the distributional sense. 
The representation formula given in Proposition 4.2 plays an important role in case ~ is a 
CNDR1 basis function. Now, CNDR1 functions are known to have the integral representation 
~(x) = ~(0) + f /~  1 - cos Ixlt d~(0 
t2 J0 
(4.3) 
with da(t) a unique positive measure on [0, oo) satisfying f~o t_~da(tl < co, and f~ da(t I < co 
[19]. The connection between the representation (4.11 and (4.31 is given by the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let ~b(z )  - ~(1=1) be a coudi t /on~y ~ ~ r~Ual f~ct /oa  with ~ 
C~[0,oo) and ~o" E LI(R+ ). Then, ~ is a tempered i~ribution and, in the distribution asnw, 
the measure of formula (4.3) satisfies 
e'(t) "= d~)  = (~")^(t) 
a g  l r  
PROOF. We first establish that ~o is a tempered distribution. This fact is a simple consequence 
of (4.3). Specifically, we have the equations 
/0 1/0  ~(1 - cos Ix1¢)¢-2 ~o,(t) <_ ~x  2 d,~(t) < ~ and 
~(~ - ~os I~l~)~ -~ d,~(~) _< ~-~ d~,(~) < ~,. 
Thus, ~(z) _< A + Bz ~ where suitable values of the co~ta~a~ are A = ~(0) + f~ t -~ d~(t) and 
B = ½ f0 ~ de(t). 
To establish the formula for e~(t), let S denote the Schwartz spa~e of rapidly decreasing func- 
tions, and assume G ~ S with G real-valued. Thus, G ~ ~ S also. By definition of distributional 
derivatives it follows that 
(~ - ~b(0), G 'e) -- (~", G), (4.4) 
where (., .) denotes the canonical bilinear form of the dual pairing (S, St). Using Fuhini's Theo- 
rem, we have by (4.3) that 
fo~ f_ ~ 1-c°slxlt  G'e(z)dz de(t) (~ - ~(o) ,  G" )  = t~ 
oo 
/o = co~ I,It G(~)dz de(t), where de(t) < oo. oo  
There is no loss of generality (since ~ is an even function) if we require G to be even. Since G is 
even, G is also. If we extend ~(t) to be an even measure on R, then by regarding ~(t)  :-- 
as a tempered istribution (which is possible since (t ~ -I- 1)-~d~(t) is a finite measure) the last 
equation transforms into 
(~ - ~(o), G") = ~ (e', 
" l  
~). 
Comparing this with (4.4) gives 
1 (~",G) = ~ (ee,~. 
By using the definition of the Fourier transform of a tempered istribution we arrive at 
1 (o/, G). 
Since the last equation holds for every G E S, our proof is complete. | 
We are now ready to state the following. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let ~b be an even continuous function of the form ~(z) - [z[ag(z), where -1  
e <_ 1, e ~ O, g is analytic at infinity and g(oo) ~ O. Then, ~b = V~ satisf~ ~b{z E tl, and 
hence ~(~) := E~z  ~(~ + 2wj) is a continuous 2~-p~odic ~c~o~.  Mo~.o,~, in ~,~ ~ = 1 
the symbol ~ is strictly positive on R provided that ~ has one of the following properties: 
(a) v~( j )  >_. o. j ~ z ,  and 
2(~b(1) - ~b(0)) > g(oo). (4.5) 
(b) ~b E CNDR, with (i) (~")^(0) ~ 0 and (ii) for every ~ E R, there is a j E Z with 
(~b")^(~ - 2wj) ~ 0. (4.6) 
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PItOOF. Note that ~lz G ll is a consequence of Lemma 4.1. In order to establish the theorem 
assuming (a), we estimate the symbol ~, as follows: 
OO OO 
~(0) - 2 ~ ~(i) < ~(0 <_ ~(0) + 2 ~ ~(~) = ¢(0), 
~=I j=l 
OO 
and it is not hard to see that the condition ~(0) - 2 ~ ~(j) > 0 is equivalent to (4.5). 
j---I 
To establish the theorem assuming (b), note that by the Poisson summation formula, we have 
CO OO 
~(~) = ~ ~(~-  2. i)  = ~(v~)^(e-  2.~), 
j= l  j= l  
while from Proposition 4.2 and the subsequent discussion we have 
(~z~)^Ct) = (B2 • ~")^(~) = (~")^(t)(sinct/2)  , 
with sinct = (s int ) / t ;  whence 
i 
(4.7) 
By Proposition 4.2 applied to the CNDR1 function ~, it follows that 
- o ,o ,+/ :  ,. 
where da(t)  is a nonnegative measure. Since the uniqueness of the measure d¢(t )  is ensured 
by [19, Theorem 7], it follows that (~ ' )^ is non-negative. Thus (45) is a sum of non-negative 
terms with at least one of them strictly positive. | 
REMARKS. The condition (~")^(0) ~ 0 in (b) of the above theorem has s natural meaning in 
terms of the operator 
OO 
S: f --+ ~ .fCi)~b(.- i), 
I OO 
viz., it is equivalent to 
S(1) "- E ~b(. - i) = B2(. - i - t)~b"(t) dt = #b"(t) dt ~ O. 
$ co  $ co  
On the other hand, the condition (4.6) in (b) is related to the global linear independence of 
the integer translates ~'(. - i), i E Z [20]. We also mention that, for f ( z )  = z, the value of 
S( f )  = ~ i  i~/(. - i) is only defined for ¢ < 0, or ~ = 1 when 
+" C r +" S( f ;  z)  = i B2(z - i - t)qb'(t) dt - (z  - t)q~'(t) dt = z O'(t )  dt 
due to the assumption that ~b, and hence, ~b" is even. This verifies, for example, the well-known 
fact that we can reproduce linear polynomials with the multiquadrics [5,17]. 
From the above result, certain facts about cardinal interpolation for such ~b and in particular 
properties of the related Laurent operator T¢ can be easily derived. We omit the details. 
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